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Publication No.: EQR-22-16

TRIBAL CONSULTATION ANNUAL REPORT
July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022
Agency Overview
The Arizona Legislature established the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) as
the state’s environmental regulatory agency under the Environmental Quality Act of 1986.
ADEQ’s mission is to protect and enhance public health and the environment in Arizona. The
department achieves this mission by administering the state’s environmental laws and
delegated federal programs to prevent pollution of the air, water and land, and to ensure
cleanup of such pollution when it occurs.
The Vision of the agency is to be the No. 1 state in the nation in:
● Balanced, leading-edge environmental protection, through
● Technical and operational excellence, and
● Radical simplicity for customers and staff.
ADEQ is composed of four divisions: air quality, water quality, waste, and mission partners.
Together, the divisions carry out the core functions of the agency: monitoring and assessment,
pollution control, compliance management, clean-ups, policy development, education and
outreach. These core functions are delivered for the citizens of Arizona within the context of the
state’s unique environment and culture.
Tribal Consultation Activities
ADEQ continues to collaborate with the 22 Tribes of Arizona and operate consistent with its
Tribal Consultation Policy. The following table presents ADEQ’s efforts to meet the goals set
forth in its policy. Throughout the reporting year, ADEQ sought guidance from the Governor’s
Office of Tribal Relations (GOTR) and provided regular updates at the bi-monthly state agency
Tribal Liaison meetings regarding ADEQ’s significant initiatives and engagement activities with
Arizona Tribes.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

When ADEQ becomes
aware of EPA funds that
may be available for Tribes,
ADEQ will notify the Tribes
and offer to work
cooperatively so that the
Tribes may gain access to
the funds.

Funding
Opportunity for
Tribes

7/2021 — The Emergency Response Fund (ERF) is
designed to assist first responders across the
state by providing the opportunity to request
Hazardous Material life safety equipment. This
fund goes out to all the counties for their
distribution to all local first responders and
responders on Tribal land.

ADEQ will conduct training,
when appropriate and as
resources allow, to
encourage and improve
Departmental/Tribal
understanding and
communication.

Train Gila River
Indian Community
on the Arizona
Management
System

7/29/2021 & 7/30/2021 — Eight representatives
with the Gila River Indian Community attended
ADEQ’s Arizona Management System Basics
training.

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.

Tribal Consultation

GRIC expressed interest in attending one of
ADEQ’s future Leader Standard Work
(LSW)/Leader Leader Behavior (LLB) training for
learning about behavioral and procedural
expectations as a manager.
8/5/2021 — ADEQ leadership met with
Havasupai leadership at Red Butte Mountain
regarding environmental permitting for the
Pinyon Plain Mine.
ADEQ Director Misael Cabrera, ADEQ Water
Quality Division Director Trevor Baggiore, ADEQ
Air Quality Division Director Daniel Czecholinski
and other ADEQ technical staff attended.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.
ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.

Tribal Information
Session

8/13/2021 — ADEQ held a Tribal information
session regarding the upcoming rulemaking to
implement the new Arizona Surface Water
Protection Program,which became effective on
Sept. 29, 2021.

Present at
Directors Session

10/21/2021 — ADEQ Director Misael Cabrera
presented at the Tribal EPA Region 9 Annual
Conference where he reviewed ADEQ activities
that involved Tribal interaction.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will assist Tribes in
developing environmental
programs by providing
technical assistance,
sharing data, participating
in joint Tribal-State
projects, and cooperatively
resolving environmental
issues to the extent
resources allow.

To ensure the
White Mountain
Apache Tribe is
given the
opportunity to
provide valuable
input regarding
the Commodity
Flow Study

ADEQ will assist Tribes in
developing environmental
programs by providing
technical assistance,
sharing data, participating
in joint Tribal-State
projects, and cooperatively
resolving environmental
issues to the extent
resources allow.

State Historic
Preservation
Office
Documentation

8/2021 & 1/2022 — In August 2021, the White
Mountain Apache Tribe provided valuable input
on site location for the Northeastern Hazardous
Materials Regional Commodity Flow Study
(August 2021) and the Tohono O'odham and
Pascua Yaqui provided valuable input on the
Southern regional hazmat flow study (January
2021). Both Tribes provide a comprehensive
commodity flow study of hazardous materials to
aid local, regional, state and federal authorities to
understand the volume and nature of hazardous
materials movement into, out of, and through
Apache, Coconino, Cochise, Gila, Navajo, Pima,
Santa Cruz, Yavapai Counties and White Mountain
Apache Tribe, Tohono O'odham, and Pascua Yaqui
land. The results of the study provided a
framework to the counties, Local Emergency
Planning Committees (LEPCs), Tribes and local
jurisdictions to plan for and respond to potential
risks associated with hazardous materials
transported to or through the identified areas.
11/2021 & 12/2021 — ADEQ, in coordination
with EPA, participated in a National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 Consultation
with the Arizona State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) for a Federal Projects Unit (FPU)
site. As part of the requirements, on November
19, the EPA submitted Finding of No Adverse
Effect pursuant to the requirements under 36 CFR
§ 800.5 [d][1]). AZ SHPO concurred with these
findings on Dec. 10, 2021. As part of the NHPA
consultation, the following Tribal Nations were
consulted in writing: Yavapai-Apache, YavapaiPrescott, Hualapai Tribe, and the Havasupai Tribe.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will establish
procedures to ensure that
staff are provided with
other support necessary to
work within Tribal
communities.

Introduction to
Tribal Relations
Training

12/16/2022 — Kristine FireThunder, Governor's
Office Policy Advisor, Tribal Affairs, provided
training to approximately 13 participants. The
two-hour introduction is intended for any
individual to provide a baseline understanding of
the different policy decisions throughout U.S.
history that have created the current conditions
faced by American Indian Tribes and their
community members. The discussion begins with
an opportunity for participants to openly ask
questions or clarify what they believe they know
about American Indians. With continuous
dialogue, the presentation explains how the
challenges began and emphasizes how policy
decisions have had a lasting impact for
generations to come. The information received
leads the participant to ask more probing
questions that can only be answered with
continuous education and personal research. At
the conclusion, a renewed sense of
self-awareness occurs and creates a shift in
mindset on avoiding past mistakes and moving
forward with basic skills on how to navigate
interpersonal communication within the
American Indian culture. This presentation is
available by request to any group and/or
individual who may wish to expand personal
knowledge on cross-cultural situations.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ is committed to
engaging with each Tribe
through other means of
communication, such as
collaboration, cooperation,
and coordination, e.g.,
grant opportunities and
information sharing not
related to Consultation
Section of ADEQ’s Tribal
Consultation and
Collaboration policy

Tribal Notification
Process Regarding
Impairment Areas

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.

Update ADEQ’s
Consultation Policy

12/20/2021 — ADEQ created a Tribal notification
process to notify Tribes of a new provisional
impairment determination. Previously a
notification was sent after the Clean Water Act
Assessment was completed. New data from the
Little Colorado River (15020016-001) indicate
that selenium is 'not meeting criteria' and that
the aquatic and wildlife designated use is 'not
supporting'. ADEQ notified the Navajo Nation
that it plans on provisionally listing this
waterbody as impaired in the next Clean Water
Act Assessment in 2024 based on this new
information. This waterbody is in the Grand
Canyon where the Little Colorado River meets the
Colorado and the data was taken by the United
States Geological Survey.
1/3/2022 — Tribal policy updated to include
general Consultation protocol stating:
“ADEQ is committed to collaborating with each
Tribe to develop a consultation procedure that
will meet its unique needs and outlines, at a
minimum:
1. Updated contact information and
communication preferences;
2. Responsibilities for communication
regarding a proposed State action, and;
3. Geographic areas of importance or
particular agency actions of interest.”
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will assist Tribes in
developing environmental
programs by providing
technical assistance,
sharing data, participating
in joint Tribal-State
projects, and cooperatively
resolving environmental
issues to the extent
resources allow.
ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.
ADEQ will assist Tribes in
developing environmental
programs by providing
technical assistance,
sharing data, participating
in joint Tribal-State
projects, and cooperatively
resolving environmental
issues to the extent
resources allow.

Communicate the
Hub and Spoke
Program

1/2022 — ADEQ and Arizona State University
evaluated the feasibility for a Hub and Spoke
program model in the Northeast region with a
pilot in Pinetop-Lakeside. Met with Navajo
Nation, Hopi Tribe, and White Mountain Apache
Tribe about this program.

Consultation with
San Carlos Apache
Tribe

3/1/2022 — Met in formal Consultation with the
San Carlos Apache Tribe on two occasions
regarding the air quality draft permit for the
Freeport-McMoRan Sanford Mine. ADEQ issued
two extensions to provide additional time for the
San Carlos Apache Tribe to review and comment
on the permit.

Technical
Assistance to Fort
McDowell Yavapai
Nation

3/2022 — Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation reached
out to ADEQ’s Monitoring and Assessment
department for assistance to audit their air
quality monitoring equipment due to invalidating
data.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will establish
procedures to ensure that
staff are provided with
other support necessary to
work within Tribal
communities.

Training with State
Historic
Preservation
Office

ADEQ will assist Tribes in
developing environmental
programs by providing
technical assistance,
sharing data, participating
in joint Tribal-State
projects, and cooperatively
resolving environmental
issues to the extent
resources allow.
ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.
ADEQ will work with Tribes
to improve State-Tribal
interactions, enhance
communications and
resolve problems as they
arise.

Present at the
Inter Tribal Council
of Arizona Solid
Waste Working
Group

3/8/2022 — ADEQ’s Federal Projects Unit (FPU)
invited the State Historic Preservation Office to
present information regarding the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106, as it
relates to sites with federal partners or on federal
land, as well as to present on the State Historic
Preservation Act. FPU staff attended, along with
staff from the Surface Water Section.
3/16/2022 — During the Inter Tribal Council of
Arizona Tribal Solid Waste Working Group
Session, ADEQ Recycling Coordinator, J.B. Shaw,
presented about Tribal engagement pertaining to
the hub and spoke training.

Consultation with
Havasupai Tribe

4/1/2022 — ADEQ met with the Havasupai Tribe
in Consultation regarding the pending Pinyon
Plain Mine Aquifer Protection Permit.

Inquiry Response

4/1/2022 — Contractor contacted ADEQ stating
that they wanted to know what permit types they
need while doing construction on the Hopi Tribe's
land. Tribal Liaison referred the contractor to EPA
Region 9 for assistance.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.
ADEQ has learned by
experience that
relationship building is
enhanced when the time
and effort is made to learn
about the traditions and
histories of each Tribal
Nation. ADEQ will also
establish procedures to
ensure that staff are
provided with other
support necessary to work
within Tribal communities.

Consultation with
the San Carlos
Apache Tribe

4/5/2022 — ADEQ met with San Carlos Apache
Tribe Council for Consultation about Resolution
Copper Mine, LLC Arizona Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (AZPDES) permit. ADEQ also
gave the Tribe an extension to comment.

State Historic
Preservation
Office Training for
ADEQ Staff

4/15/2022 — ADEQ held a lunch with experts
from the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO), which advises and assists state and
federal agencies with their compliance with the
State Historic Preservation Act and Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act. Their
presentation provided an overview of what these
two acts are, when an agency needs to conduct
consultation with SHPO, Tribes, and other
consulting parties, and what SHPO’s role is in the
consultation process.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.

Update ADEQ’s
Consultation Policy

5/1/2022 — Tribal policy was updated to include
permitting notification with regard to the
Consultation protocol stating that at a minimum,
ADEQ will consult Tribes during the development
of:
Regulations, policies, programs;
New air quality permits/registrations and permit
revisions with significant emission increases (as
defined in state law) that are within a defined
distance of Tribal boundaries (100 kilometers for
New Source Review projects, 50 kilometers for
other permits and 25 kilometers for
registrations);
Water quality individual AZPDES permits,
individual Aquifer Protection permits, individual
reclaimed water permits, and reissuance and
amended permits, and;
Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) and Hazardous
Waste TSD permitting matters that will, or are
reasonably believed to, have the potential to
affect federally recognized Tribes.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ will work in good
faith with each Tribe to
ensure Consultation is a
shared responsibility that
allows the parties to
exchange, in an open and
free manner, timely and
accurate information and
opinions for the purpose of
mutual understanding.

ADEQ evaluation
of the canal for
potential status as
a Water of the
United States
(WOTUS) to
determine if a
discharge to the
canal in Maricopa
County and
upstream of GRIC
needed to be
permitted
Presentation to
the Inter Tribal
Council of Arizona

5/18/2022 — ADEQ met with Gila River Indian
Community’s Water Quality Program Manager
seeking information about the termination of the
continuation of the Roosevelt Water
Conservation District (RWCD) canal into the Gila
River Indian Community.

ADEQ has learned by
experience that
relationship building is
enhanced when the time
and effort is made to learn
about the traditions and
histories of each Tribal
Nation. ADEQ will also
establish procedures to
ensure that staff are
provided with other
support necessary to work
within Tribal communities.

6/16/2022 — ADEQ’s Emergency Response Unit
(ERU) representative presented an overview of
the State Emergency Response Commission
(SERC) and the Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC) roles and responsibilities to
the Inter Tribal Council of Arizona.
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Policy Goal

Objective

Activity and Performance Measure

ADEQ has learned by
experience that
relationship building is
enhanced when the time
and effort is made to learn
about the traditions and
histories of each Tribal
Nation. ADEQ will also
establish procedures to
ensure that staff are
provided with other
support necessary to work
within Tribal communities.

Share information
with Gila River
Indian Community

6/22/2022 — ADEQ’s ERU representative
provided information to the Gila River Indian
Community regarding Open Meeting Law and
Agenda/Minutes templates.

For questions or more information, please contact:
Len Drago, Ombudsman and Tribal Liaison
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
Phone: 602-771-2288
Email: drago.len@azdeq.gov

